
No.10, 11 'Santai' Colonel Cummings Dr, Palm Cove

Enjoy Post Card Views From Every Window

Look South… and marvel at the interactive coastal view showcasing the Coral

Sea, Palm Cove and the beaches beyond - perfect by day…magical at night

Look North… at one of Australia’s most scenic coastlines meandering

towards Port Douglas and the pristine Daintree Rainforest…

Look West… over the pool and entertaining areas to the majestic hinterland

hills of the Great Dividing Range 

Look at what you will find at No.10 Santai;

Cool and refreshing breezes all year round

A fantastic outlook from every window

Incredible location - perched high above Palm Cove

Relaxing and supremely quiet complex

Naturally light with a sub penthouse position

Spacious & flowing layout with 190m2+ on title

Beautifully appointed fittings, fixtures & furnishings

Entertain easily on the two balconies or inside

Serviced by an elevator to all levels… no stairs

Two car garaging & large storage area exists

Look No Further… if you are after a premium, quality, spacious and luxurious
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Port Douglas

1/32 Macrossan St Port Douglas

QLD 4877 Australia 

07 4099 5550

Sold



lifestyle property in the tropical clime of North Qld - as you will not find

better than No.10 Santai. This property is in as-new perfect condition and an

inspection will not disappoint.

Designed originally as a three (3) bedroom and three (3) bathroom

apartment that ideally has no direct shared walls with its neighbor however

the current owners have opted to use the 3  bedroom as a sitting room

and office. The choice is yours of course to leave it as is or reinstate the

extra room… you have to love options

The first serious buyer to inspect will purchase this property – there

is nothing to do but to unpack your bags and start living.

For Sale $1,300,000

For full property details and to arrange your private viewing now

contact exclusive agents

Callum Jones on 0437 981 195

callum@theagentportdouglas.com

 

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely

upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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